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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation for Research
Getting lost in unfamiliar places was a common experience for everyone in the

past. Today, thanks to the Global Positioning System (GPS), such an experience has
become increasingly less frequent. A GPS receiver pinpoints its geographic location by
decoding the timing signals broadcasted by the GPS satellite network. This network
consists of 24 satellites placed into orbit by the United States. These highly precise
timing signals are converted into distance between the GPS receiver and the GPS
satellites, which in turn help the GPS receiver calculate its location through a
mathematical process called triangulation. This simple example shows that precise,
free-space timing transfer is important for communications and navigations.
Recently, high-fidelity, free-space timing transfer using ultrafast lasers has attracted
much attention in the filed of optics/photonics [1][11][12][24][30]. The chief motivation
behind this effort is to develop an alternative timing-transfer technology free from using
the GPS, which, despite its remarkable success, suffers from limited precision and
vulnerability to jamming [22]. Frequency-stabilized femtosecond lasers, often called
femtosecond frequency combs, are among the most precise timing references available
today [3]. They offer a number of advantages over the GPS, such as higher transfer
fidelity, higher directionality, better transfer security (due to point-to-point transfer), and
low electromagnetic interferences. As the result, remote free-space clock transfer and
synchronization is considered a promising technique for future space-terrestrial networks,
1

ad hoc metro networks and GPS-free navigations [6].
One key question regarding free-space timing transfer using pulsed lasers is how the
atmosphere would influence the transfer fidelity, i.e., the precision of the delivered clock
signals. Various factors associated with the atmosphere could degrade the clock precision.
These may include turbulence, scattering, and air dispersion [2][16][23][31]. Among
these factors, the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) of air has been found to have a nontrivial impact on pulse-arrival time [37], which is directly linked to clock precision.
Evaluating such an impact would require precise knowledge about the air GVD. It is
under this context we have initiated the present work.

1.2

Historic Review
The refractive index of the air and its wavelength dependence (i.e. dispersion) has

long been a research topic ever since lasers came along. In 1966, Edlen developed an
empirical model of air index based on existing experimental data [4], which can be
written as
(n−1)s ×108=8342.13+2406030(130−σ 2)−1+15997(38.9−σ 2)−1

(1.1)

where σ is the vacuum wave-number in µm -1. The Edlen model proved to work well in
the visible range and has been widely accepted as a standard model for air index.
Meanwhile, as the measurement techniques continued to mature over the years, the Edlen
model was subject to increasingly stringent tests and a number of modifications were
proposed to improve its precision under various parameter ranges (e.g., compositions,
humidity, and temperature) and for broader spectral ranges [5][9][7][8]. For example, the
Ciddor model is one of the most influential revisions of the Edlen model proposed in the
mid-1990s [7][8]. As free-space propagation of femtosecond pulses attracting more and
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more research attentions, studies about the group index and the Group Velocity
Dispersion (GVD) of the air have been reported in recent years [8][38][36][35].
However, most of the measurements of air GVD were done only in the 800-nm
wavelength range [19-21]. With the emergence of the concept of free-space optical
synchronization and optical networks in recent years, there is a need to characterize the
air GVD in the 1.5-µm wavelength region. The 1.5-µm region is significantly
advantageous over the conventional 800-nm region for communication and navigation
because it is eye-safe, compatible with fiber optics, and compatible with low-cost telecom
lasers and amplifiers. However, there has not been any report about direct measurement
of the air GVD in this wavelength range. Although theoretical models of air GVD do
exist [8] and estimates can be made based on the available data of air refractive index,
such an approaches lacks accuracy and needs to be verified with direct measurement.
Attending to accuracy and filling this research gap is the motivation for the work reported
in this thesis.

1.3

Research Goal
The objective of this research is to explore the feasibility of a novel technique

based on femtosecond frequency combs in characterizing the GVD of the air at 1.5µm
wavelength. The approach takes advantage of the ability of a frequency comb laser and
precisely controls the phase of the electromagnetic waves forming the femtosecond
pulses. As the result, it characterizes the air GVD without using a vacuum path as the
reference like conventional schemes.

1.4

Outline of this Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows: The background of some optics fundamentals,
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such as dispersion, group velocity dispersion, interferometer and Fourier transformation
are explained in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the concept of femtosecond laser and the
method that we use to control the phase of femtosecond pulses. Chapter 4 introduces the
reader to our experimental setup. It will explain how this setup can be used to measure
the GVD of air and how the frequency comb can be affected by air dispersion. Chapter 5
presents the experimental results with an explanation of the data processing. The
Appendix A shows the Matlab code that we used to calibrate the system to simulate the
speed of a moving stage of interferometer. Appendix B shows the Matlab code we used to
program our final data and calculate the GVD.The summary gives a recap of what this
thesis meant to accomplished. The summary is followed by references to my thesis and
other important research.
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Chapter II

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, I will review several key concepts related to this research,
including dispersion, phase and group velocities, interferometers, and interferometric
measurement of air GVD. I will also give a brief summary of Fourier transform and the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) technique because they are a key component in the proposed
scheme.

2.1

Dispersion

2.1.1 The Concept of Dispersion
Dispersion is a particular property of refraction in which the refraction angle and
phase velocity of electromagnetic waves passing through a dispersive medium depend on
the frequencies of the waves. There are various factors that contribute to dispersion when
the waves propagate through dispersive media. The wave propagation constant β is a
function of the angular frequency ω. Since, β is a slowly varying function of the angular
frequency, we can describe various dispersion effects by expanding β in a Taylor Series
about the central frequency ωο. Expanding β to third order in a Taylor series
1
1
β ( ω )= β 0 ( ω 0)+β 1 (ω 0 )( ω −ω 0 )+ β 2 ( ω 0)( ω −ω 0) 2+ β 3 ( ω −ω 0)3
2
6

β 1=[

(2.1)

∂β
]
,
∂ ω ω =ω

(2.2)

∂2 β
]
,
∂ β 2 ω =ω

(2.3)

0

β 2=[

0
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β 3=[

∂3 β
]
.
∂ ω 3 ω =ω

(2.4)

0

The first term βο (ωο) describes a phase shift of the propagating optical wave. The
second term β1(ωο) (ω – ωο) leads to group delay τg = z/Vg, where z is the distance
traveled by the wave and Vg= 1/β1 is the group velocity. The third term ½ β2 (ωο )
(ω – ωο)2 shows that the group velocity of a monochromatic wave depends on the wave
frequency. That means the different group velocities of the frequency components of a
pulse cause the pulse to broaden as it travels through dispersive media. So, this frequency
-dependence of the group velocities is known as the Group Velocity Dispersion (GVD)
[13].
D=−[

2π C
] β2 ,
2
λ

(2.5)

The fourth term with the factor β3 is known as the third order dispersion. This term is
related to wavelength through
∂2 β
,
∂ω

(2.6)

2
−λ 2 ∂ β
[
],
2π c ∂λ

(2.7)

−λ 2 ∂
λ2
.
[
],
2 π c ∂ λ 2 π cD

(2.8)

λ2
( λ 2 S 0 +2 λ D).
2
(2 π C )

(2.9)

β 3=
β 3=
β 3=
β 3=

where D is the dispersion. S0 the dispersion slope S0 = δD / δλ [13].
2.1.2 Group Delay and Phase Delay
Group delay is a measure of the time delay of the amplitude envelopes of a signal.
It is a function of the frequencies of the constituent wavelength components. Phase delay
6

A simple example is the superposition of two harmonic waves with their
frequencies very close and of the same amplitude. The envelope wave (the green line) is
given by U 1 and travels at the group velocity. The carrier wave (the blue line) travels at
the phase velocity and is given by U 2 . The wave packet moves at the group velocity. It
is the envelop which carrier information. Group velocity and phase velocity are not
necessarily the same. So, the group velocity is a velocity of the overall shape of the
wave, which is called modulation or envelope. This concept will be used in Chapter 3 to
describe the time-domain behaviors of a frequency comb. The group velocity is given by
the following equation

ω 2 −ω 1
,
k 2−k 1

(2.19)

vg=

Δω
,
Δk

(2.20)

vg=

∂w
.
∂k

(2.21)

vg=

ω is wave's angular frequency. K is wave number. The phase and group velocity are
related through Rayleigh's formula as shown by [26].
v g =v phase [1−

ω
v phase

.

∂ v phase −1
] .
∂ω

(2.22)

If the derivative term is zero, group velocity equals phase velocity. In this case,
there is no dispersion.
Dispersion is the phenomenon in which the phase (or group) velocity of a wave
depends on its frequency. In particular, Group Velocity Dispersion refers to the frequency
(or wavelength) dependence of the group velocity.
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2.2

Interferometers
In 1655, Grimald discovered the effect of “diffraction”. In 1678, Huygens

developed his wave propagation theory. Finally, Young performed his famous double slit
experiment in 1802. Young's experiment helped develop two of the most fundamental
principle in the fields of interferometry and optics: the principle of coherence and the
principle of superposition. Interferometry is a technique in which waves are
superimposed in order to extract information about waves.

2.2.1 Basic Principles of Interferometers
Optical interference is a phenomenon in which two waves are superimposed to
form a wave of greater or lower amplitude. These two waves are generated by the same
source and have the same or nearly the same frequencies. So, the interference typically
refers to the interaction of waves that are correlated or coherent with each other. They
create fringes in overlapping beams.

Figure 2.3 Interference fringes in overlapping plane beams.
If there is two beams interference, we are going to have two electric field of two
light beams of identical frequency and wavelength. So, they are different only by some
initial phase difference.
E 1=E 01 sin ( ω t+℘1) ,

10

(2.23)

E 2= E 02 sin ( ω t+℘2) ,

(2.24)

where E 01 is amplitude for first beam (1) from equation (2.23). E 02 is amplitude for
second beam (2) from equation (2.24). w is frequency of the two beams are equal. ℘1
is the initial phase of the beam (1). ℘2 is the initial phase of the beam (2). So, the
interference of two beams is the sum of these two electric fields
E R= E 1+E 2 =E 01 sin ( ω t+℘1)+ E 02 sin ( ω t+℘2) ,

(2.25)

so that
E R=(E 01 cos ℘1+ E 02 cos ℘2)sin ( ω t)+( E 01 sin ℘1+E 02 sin ℘2)cos( ω t ).

(2.26)

By plotting the magnitude and phase angle of each, like this
E R= E 01+ E 02 =E 0 cos ℘+ E 0 sin ℘ ,

(2.27)

E 0 cos ℘=E 01 cos ℘1+ E 02 cos ℘2

(2.28)

E 0 sin ℘= E 01 sin ℘1+E 02 sin ℘2

(2.29)

E R= E 0 cos ℘ sin (wt)+E 0 sin ℘ cos(wt )

(2.30)

and it is easy to show that
E R= E 0 sin (wt+℘)

(2.31)

So, the resulting wave is another harmonic wave of the same frequency with an
amplitude E 0 and a phase ℘ that are related to the original waves. By solving equation
(2.28) and(2.29) we obtain
E 20= E 201+ E 202 +2 E 01 E 02 cos(℘2−℘1)

(2.32)

This is the amplitude of the resulting wave. The phase of the resulting wave is
tan ℘=

E 01 sin ℘1+ E 02 sin ℘2
E 01 cos ℘1+ E 02 cos ℘2

11

(2.33)

E 01 sin ℘1+E 02 sin ℘2
)
E 01 cos ℘1+E 02 cos ℘2

−1

℘=tan (

(2.34)

Consequently, a single disturbance results from superposition of the sinusoidal
waves E 1 and E 2 . The composite wave E= E 0 sin (wt+℘) is harmonic and shares the
same frequency as the two constituent waves. However, its amplitude and phase are
different.
The interference term is 2 E 01 E 02 cos (℘1−℘2) .The important factor is the
difference in phase between the two interfering waves E 1 and E 2 , ∂=(℘2−℘1) , when
Δ=0 ,±2 π the result amplitude is maximum, but when we have Δ =±π , ±3 π the

amplitude is minimum [1900,Hecht]. By accounting for the phase difference, which may
come from a difference in path length traveled by two waves, as well as difference in the
initial phase angle[16]. We can see that the phase difference for the interferometer pattern
is proportional to optical path length of two components (2.40), as shown below
Phase different = ℘2 −℘1

(2.35)

Δ =(kx1+℘1)−(kx 2+℘2)

(2.36)

Δ=

2π
(x − x )+(℘1−℘2)
λ 1 2

(2.37)

2π
(x 1− x 2) ,
λ

(2.38)

since ℘1=℘2

Δ=
Index n = c/v = λο / λ

Δ=

2π
n(x 1−x 2) ,
λ0
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(2.39)

where λο is

wave length in the vacuum. n is index media. ( x 1− x 2 ) optical path

different.

2.2.2 Optical Interference
There are two types of interference: constructive and destructive interference.
Constructive interference occurs when the phase difference between the waves is zero or
a multiple of 2π. Destructive interference occurs when the difference is an odd multiple
of π. Since the frequency of light wave (1014 Hz) is too high to be detected by detectors, it
is only possible to observe the intensity of an optical interference pattern. As we know,
intensity of light at a particular point is proportional to the square of average amplitude of
the wave [16].
If we have two waves of at point x
i( ℘1 ( x) −ω t)

(2.40)

i( ℘2 ( r)−ω t)

(2.41)

U 1( x , t)= A1( r) e

U 2 ( x , t)= A 2( r) e

where A1 and A2 are the magnitude of the displacement x, ℘1 and ℘2 are the phases of
first and second wave, ω is the angular frequency, the interference equals the sum of
these two waves
U ( x , t)= A 1(r ) e

i (℘1 ( r)− wt )

+ A2 (r) e

i (℘2( r)−wt )

(2.42)

Since we only observe the intensity . The intensity of light at x is given by
I ( X )= I 1 ( x)+I 2 ( x)+2 √ I 1( x) I 2( x) cos(℘1( x)−℘2( x))

(2.43)

2.2.3 Mach-Zehnder (MZ) Interferometer
Mach-Zehnder (MZ) Interference is a device used to determine the relative phase
shift variation between two collimated beams derived by splitting light from a single
source.
13

Figure 2.4 Mach-Zehnder interferometer [29].
The basic MZ interferometer is shown in Figure 2.4. The beam from the light
source is split into two paths before combining in front of the detector. One beam works
as the base reference and the other is the sampling beam. The reference and the sampling
beams produce interference rings on the detector. One possible configuration of a MZ
interferometer is shown in Figure 2.5. Detector A will detect the intensity with no sample
in the sample beam. On the other hand, if a sample is placed in the path of the sample
beam, the intensities of beams are entering both detectors. Therefore, Detect B is
allowing us to calculate the phase shift caused by the sample [29].

Figure 2.5 Effect of a sample on the phase of the output beams in Mach-Zehnder
interferometer.
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2.3

Measuring the GVD of the Air
With free-space propagation of femtosecond pulses gaining increasing attention in

communications and navigation, the GVD of the air has become an important parameter.
In recent years, several techniques have been used to measure the GVD of the air. In
2002, Yoshihisa and others directly measured the group index of air with interferometry
between adjacent femtosecond pulses by using a method without needing to vacuum
tube. The target optical length is measured by utilizing the time interval between modelocked femtosecond pulses as the time standard. Since the time required for pulse
propagation is directly related to group velocity, the time to propagate femtosecond
through standard length is measured by comparison of the time interval between the
pulses. According to Yoshihisa et al, they have shown that the GVD of air over the
wavelength range 785-810 nm has a good agreement with prior reports of the group
refractive index (2002) [8].
In 2007, Osvay measured the dispersion of air using pipelines with an ambient
pressure of 0.1 mba. By means of the interference of two overlapped pulses from the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the phase shift ∆ϕ(ω) caused by the dispersive object
relative to the reference pulse is calculated. The temporal shape of an ultrashort pulse is
only affected by the second and higher order terms of the spectral phase shift, which
leads to the determination of spectral group delay dispersion [21].
In 2011, Paul, et al. conducted an experiment using an ultra broadband laser
source to measure the GVD of air and combustion related gases. The laser obtained the
GVD of the gases over the 700-900 nm range of wavelength, and directly measured the
second derivative of the pulse spectral phase, φ(ω) at the target. The measurement was
obtained by scanning a well calibrated reference phase f(ω) and observing changes in the
15

second harmonic spectrum. The curvature of this function f ''(ω) has phase distortion
φ''(ω), a local maximum appears in the second harmonic signal. However, for this work,
the φ''(ω) information is sufficient if GVD is defined as
GVD (ω)=

d 2 k (ω) ' '
d
1
[
]=
=k (ω),
2
d ω V g (ω)
dω

(2.44)

where Vg(ω) is the group velocity, k (ω) is the wavenumber, and n(ω) is the refractive
index of the media. GVD can be obtained from differential MIIPS measurements
performed with and without gas in a pressure cell. The phase difference is proportional to
the path length in the cell and the GVD [27].
Δ φ(ω)=Δ k (ω) L ,
Δ φ(ω)=

2.4

Δ(φ ' ' (ω)) φ gas ' ' (ω)−φ vac ' ' (ω)
=
,
L
L

(2.45)
(2.46)

Fourier Transform
Fourier transform is a mathematical tool that breaks up a waveform to get

decomposed functions. These decomposed function are usually quite explicit, such as a
trigonometric function sin(nx) or cos(nx), and they are generally associated with physical
concepts such as frequency or energy. In deed, the Fourier transform is a fundamental
systematic in the study of group, which is describes how a group can define a notion of
symmetry. So, it is a mathematical function to transforms signals between time domain
and frequency domain. In this case of periodic function over time, the Fourier transforms
can be calculated by a set of complex amplitudes. It can represents the frequency
spectrum of the original time domain signal. There are several common conventions for
defining the Fourier transform of integrable function [13], we represent the following
equation as distention of Fourier transform, for any real number ξ

16

f (ζ)=∫ f ( x)e −2 π ix ζ dx ,

(2.47)

f (x)=∫ f ( ζ )e −2 π ix ζ dx ,

(2.48)

for any real number x

The reconstructed statement is known as the Fourier inversion theorem, and was first
introduced in Fourier's analytical theory.

2.4.1 Discrete Fourier Transform
The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is the most important discrete transform, It
is used to perform Fourier analysis in many practical applications. The (DFT) converts
the sampled function from a time domain, which is the original domain, to the frequency
domain. Basically, the mathematical equation for the DFT is to compute the sequence

{X(k)}

of N complex-valued numbers given another sequence of data

{x(n)},

according to the following formula

Χ (k )=∑ x(n)e− j2 π n

(2.49)

Direct computation of the DFT is inefficient primarily because it does not exploit the
symmetry and periodicity of the phase factor. The two properties are symmetry

and

periodic property. So, The computationally efficient algorithms described in this section,
known as fast Fourier transform(FFT) algorithms, exploit these two properties of the
phase factor.

2.4.2 Fast Fourier Transform
A Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an efficient algorithm to compute the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of an input vector. The FFT computes the DFT of an n-element
vector in operations in contrast to the operations required for computing the DFT by
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definition. FFTs exist for any n-element vector and can be for real and higher
dimensional data in operation length n and for real and higher-dimensional data.

2.4.3 Cross-correlation and Autocorrelation
Correlation is the mathematical cousin of convolution. It is a measure of
similarity of two waveforms (continuous signals ) as a function of time.

R XY ( τ)=∑ x (t)Y (t+ τ) ,

(2.50)

When correlation is applied to a signal and a copy of itself, it is called autocorrelation
R xx ( τ)=∑ x (t) x (t+ τ) ,

(2.51)

Cross-correlation is used for referring to the correlation (X,Y) between two different
signals variables [20].
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Chapter III
FEMTOSECOND FREQUENCY COMB

The key innovation of the current work is the use of a femtosecond frequency
comb in the measurement of air GVD. This chapter will be dedicated to the introduction
of this technique. A brief overview of the concept and main characteristics of
femtosecond frequency combs will be given, followed by a detailed description of the
proposed technique.

3.1

Femtosecond Frequency Comb Development
The optical frequency comb technique was pioneered by Theodor W. Hansch and

John L.Hall, for which they shared half of the 2005 Nobel prize in physics. Frequency
comb is a light source whose spectrum consists of a series of discrete, equally spaced
spectral lines. Each frequency is referred to as a distinct comb mode. The name comes
from the resemblance of the modes to the teeth of a comb, as shown in Figure 3.1[30].

3.2

Mode locked laser
Mode locking is a technique that produces extremely short pulses of light. This

technique is used to induce a fixed phase relation between the longitudinal modes of the
laser's resonant cavity. The interference between these modes causes the laser light to
appear as a train of pulses and, depending on the properties of the laser, these pulses may
be of extremely brief duration, as short as a few femtoseconds [39].
In a simple laser, the modes have no fixed relations among one another; thus, they
will oscillated independently. These modes interfere with each other and they can cause
beating in the output of the laser, leading to intensity fluctuations. On the other hand, if
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each mode operates with a fixed phase between it and other modes, the laser output
behaves quite differently. Periodically, all the modes of the laser will

constructively

interfere with one another, and that produces an intense burst of light, at which point the
laser is said to be mode-locked or phase locked. These pulses are separated in time by

T=

2L
, where the T is the time taken for the light to make exactly one round trip in the
c

laser cavity. The mode spacing of the laser in frequency is represented by Δ υ=

1
. If
T

there are N modes locked with a frequency separation of Δν, the overall mode-locked
bandwidth is Ν⋅Δ υ . The wider this bandwidth appears, the shorter the pulse duration is
from the laser. The actual pulse duration is determined by the shape of each pulse, which
in turn is determined by the exact amplitude and phase relation of each longitudinal
mode.

3.3

Characteristics of Femtosecond Frequency Combs
A frequency comb is a light source whose spectrum consists of series of discrete,

equally spaced spectral lines. It can be generated by a number of techniques, including
amplitude modulation of a continuous wave or using a mode-locked laser [18]. The
following section describes the frequency comb in two domains: the time domain and the
frequency domain.

3.3.1 Time Domain
The output pulses of a frequency comb laser is a sequence of pulses. They have
the same pulse width and are separated by an around-trip time T, which represent the
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pulse period [33]. Pulse period is the time between consecutive laser pulses. It is equal to
the round trip travel time of the pulses inside the laser cavity.

Τ=

2L
.
vg

(3.1)

T is the pulse period. L is the cavity length. v g is group velocity. The pulses are not
exactly identical. This is because the pulse envelope is propagated by group velocity v g
while the carrier wave travels with a different phase velocity vp. The result of these
different velocities and carrier shifts with respect to the pulse envelope after each round
trip is shown in Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1 Time domain and frequency domain of frequency comb of
femtosecond laser.

3.3.2 Frequency Domain
In the frequency domain, the arrangement of equidistant spectral lines with a
constant spacing is called Pulse Repetition Frequency f r . Pulse repetition frequency is
the number of pulses per second
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f r=

1
,
T

(3.2)

f r=

vg
.
2L

(3.3)

T is the pulse period. L is the cavity length.

v g is group velocity. Usually, carrier

envelop phase (CEP), which is inside the pulse envelop in time domain, repeats after a
certain number of pulses. The repetition of (CEP) is called the Carrier- Envelop Offset
Frequency f O , as shown in Figure 3.1.

3.4

Spectral Properties of Femtosecond Frequency Comb
The spectrum of a frequency comb has a fixed line spacing f r a cross a broad

frequency range. f O corresponds to the frequency of the lowest order spectral line (see
Figure 3.2). Mathematically, the exact frequency of an arbitrary spectral line in the
frequency comb is
f =n∗ f r + f O

(3.4)

where f is the frequency of spectral line. f r is the repetition rate. f O is the carrier
envelop offset frequency. n is the harmonic order of that particular spectral line
concerned to the pulse repetition rate. f O and f r can be independently stabilized.
Further explanation is provided in Chapter 4.

3.5

Femtosecond Frequency Comb Generation
Femtosecond mode-locking is required to generate a femtosecond frequency

comb. It is necessary to generate a supercontinuum spanning an octave. The optical
frequencies of femtosecond frequency comb requires the measurements of f r and f O .
f r is detected as the pulse trains repetition rate with a fast photodiode.

f O is more

involved because the pulse to pulse carrier-envelop phase shift requires interferometric
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3.6

Femtosecond Frequency Comb System
The concept of optical frequency comb development was initially introduced in

Chapter 2 as a way to bring frequency metrology into optical region [34]. In this research
work, the particular frequency comb laser we use is Menlo System FC1500.

3.7

Characteristic Of Femtosecond Frequency Combs System
This section seeks to answer the question: Why do we use a femtosecond laser for

our research? Frequency combs have unique features compared to other laser systems.
One such feature is their broad spectra. A frequency comb spans across more than an
octave, with ultra-high spectral precision for individual comb lines. In the past, this could
only be achieved with a continuous wave laser operating at a single frequency.
Bartels et al., report in their 2004 paper that a sub-hertz line width of frequency
comb can be achieved across the entire comb spectrum (e.g., 580–1080 nm). This feature
gives a frequency comb the ability to combine the accuracy of a single-frequency laser
with the flexibility of a supercontinuum source. This feature has been applied to studies
involving trace molecule detection, precise ranging, and extra-solar planet search [24]
[18].
Another useful feature of the frequency comb is that it has a precisely defined grid
of highly stable microwave frequencies that emanate from the constant pulse repetition
rate. The series of harmonic repetition rates comes from a photodetector because the
photodetector convert the ultra stable timing of the pulses of the frequency references
into a series of discrete spectral lines consisting of the harmonics of the repetition rate. As
we know, a femtosecond frequency comb can be treated as a carrier of timing/frequency
references, or we can say “clocks”. By comparing the frequency comb with conventional
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clock carriers, for example continuous wave lasers or RF communication channels, which
only carry a single frequency at a time, we see that the frequency comb simultaneously
carries multiple (as many as 105–106 in some cases) clock signals in both microwave and
optical frequency ranges [23]. This is a very compelling reason to choose femtosecond
frequency combs as clock carriers in remote clock transfer [33].

3.8

Frequency Comb- based Clock Transfer
Over the past several years, much attention has been given to the study of

femtosecond frequency comb based high-fidelity remote transfer of timing references.
Studies have shown that the femtosecond frequency comb can transfer microwave
frequency clocks through 6.9 km by fiber link with noise cancellation [15]. In the optical
frequency range, two lasers connected by 300 m fibre link have been synchronized for 12
hours with a relative timing instability of 9×10-21. When we consider these results
compared to the results of conventional techniques, which use a modulated continuous
wave laser to transfer a single microwave clock and rely on an ultra-stable singlefrequency laser to deliver an optical frequency reference [33], the femtosecond frequency
combs are effective and efficient in terms of remote clock delivery via fibre networks.
Since the femtosecond frequency combs have successfully transferred timing reference
via fiber, the question now becomes: What if we transfer the clock of femtosecond lasers
through free space. This special case requires different work because air is a different
transmission medium. In the 1970s, activities was focused on pulse transmitted through
air. Currently, the majority of the research focuses on the interaction between the air and
the individual pulses. Specific research interests include: nonlinear effects, ionization,
atmosphere turbulence, and their impact on pulse propagation [28][31]. However,
femtosecond frequency comb transmission through the atmosphere still requires our
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attention because of its potential applications in remote sensing and Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR).

3.9

Transfer of Frequency Comb in Atmosphere
Before starting presently the experimental details, it is necessary to explain some

technical aspects associated with these experiments so the reader may understate the
basic techniques and the principles on which the experiment is built.

3.10

Noise Characteristic of Atmospheric Transmission
It is normal for the frequency comb transfers through the atmosphere to

encounters some obstruction such as atmospheric noise. Atmospheric noise can affect the
accuracy of the femtosecond frequency comb, which can basically affect the clock signals
as the pulse moves through the air. To account for or avoid these obstructions, we have to
understand the source of the noise in atmosphere.
According to Ishimaru, we have two major sources of degradation of clock
precision in air: temporal fluctuation of the refractive index and scattering [17]. His study
explains that air turbulence is one of the sources of atmospheric noises. We find that air
turbulence creates random density fluctuations, resulting in a time-dependent average
refractive index over the path of the laser beam, which leads to variation of pulse arrival
time. Additionally, the density inconsistencies in the air, along with particles such as
aerosols, can cause pulses to randomly scatter. This may lead to pulse distortion, which
effects the timing precision of the original pulse train and broaden the comb lines.
To account for scattering as one of the sources of atmospheric noise, we consider
the Rayleigh's expression of scattering given by
I θ=

I0V 2
2

R λ

4

2

(1+cos θ ).
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(3.8)

R is the distance to the particle or scattering center; θ is scattering angle; and V is the
volume of the scattering particle. As we can see from Rayleigh expression, the
wavelength dependence of the scattering is (~ λ -4). Since we have scattering, we can also
assume that the light is dispersed. By definition, dispersion will depend on the air index
of refraction and on changes in wavelength.
dn ( λ )
.
dλ

(3.9)

When a femtosecond frequency comb propagates through the air, the fluctuations of the
air broaden the femtosecond frequency combs spectral lines. The timing/frequency
accuracy of the transferred frequency comb is also affected by the air GVD. This is the
main idea motivation our experiment.

3.11 Frequency Comb Locking
The purpose of frequency comb locking is to make the carrier-envelope phase
repeat every n pulses [18]. This is the key innovation of our scheme because it eliminates
the need for a vacuum path.
We begin by generating a train of pulses as the reference. After that, we generate
sample pulses, which are copied directly from the reference pulses. However, these
pulses travel through the air by crossing a 6 m sample optical path. For an infinite
periodical train, the temporal variation of the pulse arrival time due to atmospheric
transmission broadens the spectral lines in the Fourier domain. This increases the phase
noise of Fourier frequencies. The phase noise spectrum can be determined by comparing
the sample pulses with the reference pulses. We expect the reference pulses to have a
different phase noise from the sample pulses.
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The key technique to find the phase noise difference between the referenced path
and the sample path (transmission pulse) is by using frequency comb lock. But Why and
how can we use the locking mechanism to find the phase noise?
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, a femtosecond pulse propagating
through the air has a phase shift (ΔΦ) as a result of the different velocities of the pulse
envelopes and the carrier wave (Figure 3.1). Meanwhile, laser phase noise can also cause
phase drift between pulses. It is difficult to figure whether the detected phase shift is due
to air dispersion or laser phase noise. Therefore, it is our goal in this section to eliminate
the laser phase noise between the reference and the transmission pulses. Our approach is
to ensure the transmission pulse can meet with its exact copy in the reference path. What
we mean by “exact” is that the pulses have the same field pattern underneath the
envelope. i.e., the same CEP.

3.12 1/N locking for frequency comb
To stabilize the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) for every certain number of pulses,
the pulse repetition rate f r must be locked to a fixed ratio with the offset frequency f o .
The sample optical path is 6 m, which is the maximum length we can achieve with an
optical table. The repetition rate f r = 0.250×109 Hz. Hence, the period of time (Round
Trip Time) is T.
1
,
frequency

(3.10)

1
,
−9
0.250×10 Hz

(3.11)

T=
T=

T =4×10−9=4 ns .
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(3.12)

3.13.1 Repetition Rate Lock
Reference 10 MHz ( Rubidium clock)
Repetition rate lock

DDS 120

DRO(980 MHz)

Synthesizer (20MHz ,Tunable)
RFC 200

PIC 210

Phase detector
Repetition rate 4th
harmonic 1GHz

PI controller

HVA 150

HV amplifier

Cavity Piezo

Mixer
FXM50

Counter

Figure 3.4 Electronic setup of the repetition rate lock of the FC1500.
DRO(980 MHz )is the connect box unite is located on the comb based-plate. It is
an interface for different connections between the comb and electronics rack. It includes
the first mixing stage of the repetition rate lock. A part of the repetition rate and its higher
harmonics is split off and evaluated in the mode-lock control procedure. The other part is
filtered with a high pass filter to suppress lower harmonics, so that only the 4 th harmonic
is mixed with the 980 MHz signal from the DRO. The resulting IF signal approximately
20MHz and fed via the CC3 connector to the IF port at the backside of the RFC200 unite
(phase detector).
The 4th harmonic of repetition rate of 1 GHz is mixed with 980 MHz from DRO (a
very clean fixed frequency synthesizer) to 20 MHz, an intermediate frequency. This
frequency is counted and mixed to DC signal and fed into a PI circuit. The PI circuit is a
lock box unit for locking the repetition rate by acting in an intra-cavity piezo. All
synthesizers and counters together are referenced to as an “atomic lock.” The repetition
rate is thus phase locked by the atomic lock.
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3.13.2 Offset Frequency Lock
Offset Frequency Lock

High frequency divider 1/5

Amplifier
Repetition rate 250 MHz

Amplifier
Offset frequency 50 MHz

DXD 200

PIC 210

phase detector

PI controller

pump current
controller

pump module

FXM50

Counted

Figure 3.5 Electrical setup of offset frequency lock of the FC1500.
The offset frequency, which is turned to 50 MHz. This is counted and fed into a
phase detector. The detector output is referenced to 1/5 of the repetition rate, which is
detected by a detector and then divided by 5 through a high frequency divider. The phase
detector output signal at DC is fed into a PI circuit for locking the offset frequency by
acting on femtosecond laser pump power. The offset frequency is thus phase locked to the
1/5 of the repetition rate.

3.14 The Experiment setup for locking
Our setup to lock the frequency comb consists of an attenuator, photodetector,
frequency divider box, power supply and amplifiers as shown in Figure 3.6.
Frequency divider box: this is a homemade box to divide the repetition rate to 1/5
frequency locking. That means the CEP of the pulses is going to repeat every five pulses.
As shown in Figure 3.7, the outside of the box has four switches D0 ,D1, D2 ,D3, that are
swapped between two values of voltage: 1 or 0 (high or low voltage). By using these
switches with the top switches (Q0, Q1) we can get the ratio of offset frequency to 1/5
frequency locking.
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Power supply

Power supply

Source of
frequency
comb

Frequency divider box
Attenuator

Photodetector

Figure 3.6 Frequency comb lock setup. A : Frequency comb. B: Attenuator. C:
photodetector. D: power supply. E: Frequency divider box. F: power supply.

Figure 3.7 Frequency divider box.
As we see from Figure 3.5, the input side is on the right, which has a mixed input
signal from the photodetector and the power supply. On the left side, the output is
terminated through a 50 Ώ, as shown in Figure 3.8, and translated back into voltage. The
output signal is stable and ready to lock f r and f o .
Figure 3.6 shows the frequency comb repetition rate and offset frequency go
through an attenuator to reduce the signal power. A photodetector, which is followed by
an amplifier, receives the 250 MHz signal at voltage of peak to peak Vpp = 840 mv.
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VCC1
1
Q2
2

VCC2
16
Q1

ground

output
50Ώ

3

14

4

13

Clock
1

5 D3

D0 12

0

0

6 D2

D1 11

1

0

7

10

0

8

9

1

-2V

vEE
CHIP

-5.2 V

Input

Figure 3.8 Chip digram ( Chip circuit) of frequency divider box.
The output of the photodetector goes through a mixer to combine with a DC
signal from the power supply to change the voltage range to -1.7v to -1.9v. This is to set
proper operating conditions by making the signal ready to use in its digital format in the
frequency divider box. The output from the mixer is the input for the frequency divider
box. The frequency divider divides is stable the repetition rate by using the four switches
(input switches). These switches create 16 choices and locking one of these choices is our
goal. D0 – D3 are given initial values and that will combine with output switches, Q1 and
Q2, to achieve the result.
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Figure 3.10 A) Spectrum of offset frequency, centered at 50 MHz. (b) Error
signals fed into offset frequency lockbox (upper line) and repetition rate lockbox
(lower line).
The output of the frequency divider box is connected with the FC1500 system to
lock the repetition rate and the offset frequency to a 5:1 ratio. Figure 3.9 and 3.10 show
the locking result. The green squares in (a) and (b) indicate that the repetition rate and the
offset frequency are successfully locked. Figure 3.10 shows the monitor displays on the
spectrum analyzer and the oscilloscope. After locking, the offset frequency is stabilized
at 50 MHz, which is 1/5 of the repetition rate.
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3.15 Data Computation Method
To compute the air GVD from the autocorrelation and cross-correlation. We first
do FFT to both of them and then find their spectral phase differences. The FFT of the
cross-correlation is expressed as
Y 1= F.T.Cross−corrlation=∣E ∗0(ω ) E ω∣×exp [i Δ φ]

(3.16)

Here Δφ(ω) is the phase difference to measure, which is the phase shift caused by
dispersive object relative to the reference part as φ(ω) = Δφ(ω) + ωτ, τ is a time delay
between two parts. From the balanced interferometer we obtained the FFT of
autocorrelation, which is expressed as
Y 0= F.T.Auto−correlation=∣E ∗0(ω ) E ( ω)∣

(3.17)

The value of the ratio between FFT of the cross-correlation and FFT of the
autocorrelation provides the group delay as shown in following equation
Y 1( ω)
d φ (ω)
=group delay=
,
Y 0( ω)
dω

(3.18)

The relative phase shift can be obtained in polynomial series expanded around the central
frequency ω 0 as
Δ φ ω = P 3 ω 30+P 2 ω02+P 1 ω0+ P 0 ,
0

(3.19)

where the coefficients represent the phase derivatives at ω0 according to their physical
meaning. P1 is group delay (GD), P2 is group delay dispersion (GDD), and P3 is the third
order dispersion (TOD). These coefficients result from the relative spectral phase shift
between the two parts of Mach-Zehnder interferometers. Therefore, GVD is obtained by
using the following equation
GDD=GVD⋅L ,
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(3.20)

GDD is known from the second derivative of the polynomial series equation. L is the
optical length of cross-correlation that has a sample arm (Target Arm). Its calculation
details are given in chapter IV.
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Chapter IV
EXPERIMENT
4.1

Characterization Of Interferometer
This research involves and requires a new method for measuring the group

velocity dispersion of air without needing a vacuum tube. The group velocity dispersion
(GVD) is obtained by comparing the relative phase shift of two different configurations
of the MZ interferometer. The first configuration is a balanced interferometer with two
arms of the interferometer having the same length. The second configuration is an
unbalanced interferometer, with one arm of the interferometer much longer than the other
arm.

4.1.1 Balanced Interferometer
In the balanced configuration, the optical path length in both arms of the
interferometer are equal for all frequencies [30].
Femtosecond laser

Mirror

Lens

Detector

Oscilloscope

B.S
Mirror
Motorized stage of Mirrors
(Dynamic stage)
B.S
Flippers Mirrors
Fixed Mirrors (Static stage)

Figure 4.1.A The Balanced interferometer setup.
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the balanced configuration. The first beam splitter splits
the incoming laser beam into two beams. One beam is reflected off a fixed retro-reflector,
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By taking the average line of HeNe interference trace, the exact velocity of the stage is

found to be

2.99975
mm/s (Figure 4.11). This is approximately equal to 1.5 mm/s,
2

which is agrees with the computer-set speed of the stage. The actual speed of the stage is
half of the reading shown here because of the double-pass of the HeNe beam.
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Chapter X
Summary
The primary goal of this research was to measure the GVD of air using a
femtosecond frequency comb. This was accomplished in two stages: The first stage
measured the autocorrelation of two beams in a balanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
The second stage measured the cross-correlation of the two beams in an imbalanced
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The spectral phase spectra of these two cases are different
due to (1) the laser phase noise and (2) the air dispersion in the imbalanced part of the
interferometer. In order to eliminate the effect of laser phase noise to measure the air
dispersion, we locked the carrier-envelope frequency of the frequency comb to 1/5 of the
repetition rate, which ensures that the output pulses are exactly reproduced every five
pulse intervals.
Then, by making the imbalance of Mach-Zehnder interferometer equal to five
pulse intervals, the pulse cross-correlation in the unbalanced the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer was made to be identical with the autocorrelation in the balanced
interferometer, provided there was no air dispersion. Any difference between the two
cases should, in principle, be caused by the air dispersion.
In order to extract the spectral phase information from the auto- and crosscorrelation traces, we use the Fast Fourier transform technique. By finding the Fast
Fourier transform for each case and calculating the ratio between these two cases, we can
provide the changing rate of the phase shift with respect to angular frequency, which is
the group delay. In order to calculate the GVD, we use polynomial series with relative
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phase shift that has been obtained by using an unwrap function of group delay to
calculate phase angle of the phase shift
Q ω= p 3 ω3+ p 2 ω2+ p 1 ω+ p 0

(6.1)

From the second derivative of the phase angular frequency in the polynomial
series, we found the group delay dispersion GDD. This allows us to calculate GVD by
multiplying it with the optical length of the interferometer imbalance.
Our measurement result was very close to the prior result of GVD of air. The
difference between our result and the exact GVD of air is 0.001283 fs 2/mm, which is a
small error. I expect the noise from the fluctuation of air from the air conditioner affected
the outcome of my result. The noise can be reduced by using tubes along the optical
length of lase. Also, future improvement needs to consider making the autocorrelation
and the cross-correlation measurements simultaneously. This would eliminate the
possible differences in the experimental conditions during the two measurements.
This work gave me a chance to learn several things. I learned to be patient while
working in a lab environment. I also learned to figure out the scientific solution when we
encountered some problems. I learned quite a bit about programming as well. Most
importantly, I learned to think deeply and connect different concepts to reach our goal,
such as working with a variety of ideas and tools like frequency comb, interferometer,
dispersion, and how they work together to create greater efficacy and accuracy of
communication through the air.
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Appendix A
SIMULATION PROGRAM CODE
Matlab software was used to simulate the speed of moving stage of interferometer
of HeNe and femtosecond by converting the intensity of autocorrelation output into
velocity (mm/s) and time(s).
start of program code
***-------------------------------------------***
%To convert the Horizontal axis into Time(s).
SamplePeriod=2.00e-05;
l=length(data);
time=(0:SamplePeriod:SamplePeriod*(l-1))';
% Normalize vertical axis.
data1=data-min(data);data1=data1/max(data1);
% change data range from -0.5 to 0.5, so we can get a zero
line in the middle.
data1=data1-0.5;
% find out fringe number, zero points and their x axis,
which is t1,t2,t3...
fringenum=0;
j=1;
for i=1:l-1
if data1(i)*data1(i+1)<0
a=(data1(i)-data1(i+1))/(time(i)-time(i+1));
if a>0
b=data1(i)-a*time(i);
zerotime(j)=-b/a;
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%zero-time(j)=(time(i)+time(i+1))/2; % find out x axis of
the zero points by taking average of the closest two
points, which is not accurate.
j=j+1;
fringenum=fringenum+1;
% find out x axis of the zero points which exactly cross
zero
if data1(i)==0
zerotime(j)=time(i);
j=j+1;
fringenum=fringenum+1;
% change time axis to distance/position by times half
lambda% in unit of nm
halflambda=632.8;
j=1;
for i=1:length(zerotime)-1
%To calculate the velocity for all data.
delta_t(j)=zerotime(i+1)-zerotime(i);
% The velocity is in unit of nm/s.
velocity(j)=halflambda/delta_t(j);
Vtime(j)=(zerotime(i+1)+zerotime(i))/2;
%To convert the velocity into mm/s. Smothing ;
velocity=velocity*1e-6;
% used smoothing function to get smooth curve.
s_velocity=smooth(velocity);figure(4);plot(Vtime,s_velocity
);grid
on;zoom xon;xlabel('Time(s)');ylabel('Velocity(mm/s)');
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% using spread function to get velocity curve.
sss_velocity=smooth(ss_velocity,0.09);figure(16);plot(Vtime
,sss_velocity);grid on;zoom
xon;xlabel('Time(s)');ylabel('Velocity(mm/s)');
***------------------------***
End programing code
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Appendix B
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM, PHASE AND POLYNOMIAL CODES
Matlab code it has used to calculate Fast Fourier transform of Auto and crosscorrelation of frequency comb of femtosecond, finding the phase of the ratio of Fast
Fourier transform. Finally, using polynomial code to calculate GVD.
start of program code
***-------------------------------------------***
% to convert x-axis to time in second:
SamplePeriod=8.000e-05;
l=length(data3);
time=(0:SamplePeriod:SamplePeriod*(l-1))';
figure(2);plot(time,data3);grid on;zoom xon;
xlabel('Time(s)');ylabel('data(mv)');
% convert time from second to ms:
time=time*1000;
figure(3);plot(time,data3);grid on;zoom xon;
xlabel('Time(ms)');ylabel('data(mv)');
Tp10=(3/(3*10^11))*time;
% to convert time to fs:
Tp10=Tp10*10^12;
figure(4);plot(Tp10,data10);grid on;zoom xon;
xlabel('Time(fs)');ylabel('data(mv)');
[C,I]=max(data10);
Tp10=Tp10-Tp10(I);
figure(5);
plot(Tp10,data10);
xlabel('Time(fs)');ylabel('data(mv)');
data10=data10-629;
figure(7);plot(Tp10,data10);grid on;zoom xon;
xlabel('Time(fs)');ylabel('data(mv)');
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ft=f*10^-12;
figure(8);plot(ft,phase6);grid on;zoom xon; xlabel('Frequency(THZ)');
ylabel('Phase(rad)');xlabel('Time(fs)');ylabel('data(mv)');
% in this case the data is ready to use it in FFT code and phase:
N=length(Tp10);
Tmax=max(Tp10)-min(Tp10);Tmax=Tmax*1e-15;
df=1/Tmax;
f=-(N-1)/2*df:df:(N-1)/2*df;
% To find Fast Fourier Transform.
Y10 = fft(data10)/N;
figure(1);
plot(f,abs(Y10))title(' cross correlation Amplitude Spectrum of y(t)')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('|Y(f)|')
% To find Fast Fourier transform:
Z4= fftshift(Y4);
figure(2);
plot(f,abs(Z4))title(' Amplitude Spectrum of y(t)')xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)')ylabel('|Y(f)|');
Tp1=Tp1-Tp1(I);
j=1;
fp=zeros(length(f)/2,1);
for i=1:length(f)
if f(i)>=0;
fp(j)=f(i);
Zp(j)=Z(i);
j=j+1;
end
end
figure(3);
plot(fp,abs(Zp));title(' Amplitude Spectrum of y(t)')xlabel('Frequency
(Hz)')ylabel('|Y(f)|')
%To find Phase from y;
phase10 = unwrap(angle(Y10));
figure(9);
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plot(f,phase10)xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')ylabel('Phase (Rad)')grid on
%to find phase from Z;
phase1 = unwrap(angle(Z));
figure(11);
plot(f,phase1)xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')ylabel('Phase (Rad)')grid on
%To find the apslout number of the phase;
phase2=unwrap(angle(Zp));
figure(12);
plot(fp,phase2)xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')ylabel('Phase (Rad)')grid on
figure(13);
plot(fp,phase2*180/pi)xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')ylabel('Phase (Degrees)')
grid on

% finding the ratio of FFT of auto and cross-correlation:
ratio 1 =Y10cross./Y2auto;
phase1 = unwrap(angle(ratio1));
figure(3):
plot(f,phase1)xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')ylabel('Phase (Rad)')grid on;
% the data is ready to use it in polynomial code:
plot(ft,phase1);grid on;zoom
xon;xlab('Frequency(Thz)');ylabel('phases(rad)');
% polynomial third order:
P3 = polyfit(ft,phase1,3);
Y3 = polyval(P3,ft);
figure(2)hold on plot(ft,phase1,'ro') plot(ft,Y3,'b*-');grid on;zoom
xon;xlabel('Frequency(THZ)');ylabel('Average phase(rad)');
P2 = polyfit(ft,phase1,2);
Y2 = polyval(P2,ft);
hold onplot(ft,phase1,'ro')plot(ft,Y3,'b*-');grid on;zoom xon;
xlabel('Frequency(THZ)');ylabel('Average phase(rad)');

end of program code
***-------------------------------------------***
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